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To walk into an audition room or onto a stage and sing live takes a great deal of 
confidence. Through Stephanie Taylor’s Summer Artist’s Program, she provides her 
clients with the tools and encouragement to succeed! 

The Summer Artists Program is an initiative created by experienced voice teacher 
and professional vocalist, Stephanie Taylor. This program is to provide the singer 
with vocal tuition so they feel empowered when they go into a recording studio. 

This year’s program will involve three stages; private vocal tuition, studio quality 
recording of two songs of the student’s choice and a professional video recording 
of one of their songs. 

Summer Artists Program Schedule
Week One PROGRAM OUTCOME

DAY ONE Private Voice Lesson with Stephanie 
Taylor - 1 hour

Develop exercise regimen and present Song 
One and Two - workshop Song One.

DAY TWO Recording Stage One with Stephanie 
Taylor - 1 hour

Tracking complete for Song One. 

DAY THREE Private Voice Lesson with Stephanie 
Taylor - 1 hour

Develop exercise regimen and present Song 
One and Two - workshop Song Two.

DAY FOUR Recording Stage Two with Stephanie Taylor 
- 1 hour

Tracking complete for Song Two.

Week Two PROGRAM OUTCOME

DAY FIVE Private Vocal Tuition and Recording Stage 
Three with Stephanie Taylor - 1 hour 

Function and Stylistic work on Song Three if 
time is available. 
Editing and re-tracking any parts of Song One 
and Song Two. End of recording stage. 

DAY SIX Video Recording Day with Thomas Larkin 
and Stephanie Taylor - 1.5 hour

A professional video recording of one song, 
performed to camera. 

Who Is This Program For? This program is for any singer who has a background in 
vocal training and performing. The program is for a person over the age of 14 years old 
or 14 years old at the time of the program. The Artist should be of a standard that is 
equivalent to AMEB Grade 4 level or higher. 



:: Cost :: 

The cost of this six day intensive program is $600. This cost includes 3 x one hour private vocal tuition  
lessons with Stephanie, 2 x hours of vocal recording time with Stephanie Taylor and a professional quality 
video recording of one of the artist’s songs, recorded by award winning Australian actor, Thomas Larkin.


These two song recordings and one video recording are of a professional standard so can be used for 
marketing, promotional and showreel purposes after completing the program. 


An invoice is issued upon receiving the Enrolment Form. Payment must be made to secure your place in the 
program. The program fees can be paid through on online portal attached in the issued invoice email or 
through direct deposit to Stephanie Taylor Music.  

:: Preparation :: 

The Artist is expected to bring three contrasting songs within the contemporary genre. (Minimum 3 
minutes per song.) 


1. They can be varied in contemporary styles. Styles include but not limited to; musical theatre, jazz, pop, soul, 
R’n’B, legitimate musical theatre, original singer-songwriters, folk, rock. 


2. It is a requirement that these pieces be learnt before the program begins. 
3. The student must have purchased backing tracks and sheet music for all three songs and these must be 

brought to the studio on Day One. 

4. You must have a quality backing track available as this will be used for your recordings on Day Two and Day 

Four. 


This is a program built around providing functional training and workshopping the stylistic nuance and expression of 
a specific song. This work is the focus of the program and is the reason for why all music must be prepared and 
learnt ahead of time. 


:: Contact :: 

Please submit your Artist Enrolment Form as soon as possible. Limited spaces are available. 

If you have any further questions please contact Stephanie’s Administrative Assistant, Hannah at 
hello@stephanietaylormusic.com

:: Sourcing Materials ::

Some websites to source your sheet music - www.musicnotes.com or www.sheetmusicplus.com

To source your backing tracks purchase through the iTunes Store or www.pianotrax.com

Music should be printed and backing tracks can be on a device, USB or emailed. 
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